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Cultural Event Report Clearly identify the event location, attended, the 

attendees, and your initial reaction upon arriving at the event. 

It a bit to explore the humanities beyond class room, I opted to visit Denver 

art museum, located in the heart of Colorado. Along bannock street past the 

golden triangles lays the Denver art museum at the civic center. My visit to 

the Denver art museum was on the 2nd February 2013, the museum was 

well located in people attending came from all over the country and beyond. 

From the people in attendance it could tell how popular Denver art museum 

was. Curiosity was killing me, expectations where high and was ready to see 

what Denver art museum was to offer. Being the first Saturday of the month 

no admission fee was being charged (Corsane 29). The architecture and art 

involved in the design of the Denver art museum was magnificent. The 

entrance was enough to judge what was to expect. One by one we found 

ourselves into the museum with lots to expect from the visit. 

Provide specific information and a description of at least two (2) pieces. 

The art work at Denver art museum included traditional arts, sculptures, 

photographs, paintings, glass art. The arts include Asian collection. I will 

describe some of the arts found in the Denver art museum. Information 

gathered showed that the museum was founded in the year 1918, after 

Denver art association a section of Denver artists club was renamed to the 

now Denver art museum. 

Provide a summary of the event and describe your overall reaction after 

attending the event. 

My first visit was in the African gallery and it had a lot to offer they included 

a mask from Gabon referred to as ‘ Fang Ngil’ was curved from wood and 

fiber. Used during the pre-colonial period during initiation ceremonies 
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(Corsane 56). The second stop was the African art in music in that number of

instruments used during the pre civilization error. The most eye catching 

African collection was that from the Yoruba, first the ijebe a two curved 

sculpture one with a female figure and the other with a male figure they are 

believed to prevent thunder. I then moved to the American Indian collection 

on the level two of the museum building, first the pueblo collection, the foot 

of the pueblo tribe, painting by Irving Couse which portrayed an indigenous 

American Indian with full native attire. The next was the mud rolls on, a well 

created. a curving of a woman with one white another black, one red and a 

yellow one they represented the generational change and different culture 

and variety of races 

I then visited the modern photo exhibitions and paintings from all over 

United States of America and the entire world, they included Charles 

Sandison collection. Being a video projection its display was magnificent . 

Also Herbert Bayer painting was on exhibition. The painting which was from 

oil on a canvas was magnificent it was created in 1948. The last exhibition I 

visited was works by Jeanne Quins was about a corridor exhibition. 

My visit to the Denver art museum was an experience of a life time in that I 

got the chance to experience the outside world. My earlier perspective of the

outside world was that they had nothing to offer to the world, but I was 

proved wrong. The native culture had more to offer with the history and 

origin of various tribes and cultures exposed. I found the magic of Africa in 

the heart of Colorado. The state had more to offer than I had over imagined 

(Corsane 77). The nature in which the whole set up was laid was superb. The 

whole world both ancient and modern under one roof I loved it. The magic of 

Colorado in found in Denver art museum. 
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